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Matt Naber

To My Son

A war of words laced with crimson venom and muddled tempers in 
the violet sky. This war that billows inside every boy wanting to 

become a man. It has been waging long before either of us came into 
this new world. This new society. A culture where family means little, 
success is everything, and life is killed before thought can enter its 
mind frame.

I was on your side once. Yes, fighting against what you call me 
now. I was young as you are and, like you, rage, not patience in under-
standing, obscured my heart from its true desire. Bullets of defiance I 
shot at my enemy through my muzzle of scorn. But he was cunning. 
Cunning like the enemy he defied with your age and on the very same 
side as you. Yes, it was he who was my opposition. He learned like his 
combatant learned, and he from his antagonist. They learned from 
each other, and down to my enemy from many generations came his 
erudition. He snatched  my fiery metal I had shot and put it down his 
own barrel, aimed, and sent it back.

My enemy was dealt wounds the same as I harbored during 
those encounters in which the burning metal bore through flesh and 
sinew to rest near the heart. The heat aggravating it. Tormenting it. 
Tormenting me.

 When the fire within me burned stronger, the affront intensi-
fied. It would never end, I came to know, until I looked at it. Under-
stood it. Thought of the reasons why it was there in the first place. 
Only then did the metal cool and turn into a seed. A seed of wisdom.

This is how we pride-filled beings must come to learn. Confron-
tation. Humiliation. Realization. It is the only way we come to under-
stand the ways of the world.

Emily Cotton Cram
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wish I knew for your sake. I wish you to become your own man and 
not something of this material world. I believe it is one of the reasons 
my forefathers have done this. They feared of losing our minds, their 
sons, to the world. Losing our hearts to things. Blanching at the idea 
that we would need this world.

Your weapons arc in front of the reddish sky now. They rip open 
the ground before me. Dirt rises in the thick air. Their hilts try to 
seduce my hands upon them. 

I know you. Sometimes better than yourself, for I was just as 
you are but entangled by the wisdom of experience now. You will pull 
through this. You must. For both our sakes. If you don’t, you will lose 
who you should become unknowingly. But you will eagerly lose me, 
therefore, allowing me to lose myself.

 Your eyebrows. Their center weighed down by your feelings. 
I desire more than air that soon they will be enlightened with reason. 
Not mine, but your own through mine. 

Your spear is intended to drive through my heart, and it shall. 
It shall, along with the one thousands of phantoms, those false con-
ceptions of yourself, grip who know of what I am doing. They keep 
reason from you. They must be destroyed. But I have come upon 
something from tales of those before me. They are as tangible as fear. 
Only you have full existence to me. Only you can endure my hurt 
toward them. Only you can endure the pain you will cause yourself. 
Only you can wipe them from your mind.

 Your howl shutters my soul from what I could be doing to 
you. Destroying you. It also closes on the fact that you may ruin me. 
But I have realized something. Those before me, back to the very first 
of us, have already undone me. If you prevail, you will be far worthier 
of life than I or anyone of those before you.

 The rain of shafts looks so pointless.
 I know you will do it.
 Even now as I see your carnivorous smile widens with glee 

at the start of what you think is just, what you believe to be right, 
I know your abilities will prevail over all. They will continue to do 
so as this morning dawns. I know you are strong enough. Worthy of 
this blessing I am giving you. I foresee great feats pouring out of your 
future dedicated in a name you will come to hold so dear.

 But first the phantom shafts. Puncturing my lung. Shattering 
bone. Ripping arteries. Tearing sinew. It is not nearly as painful as it 
would be to break you, I believe. So I endure. My soul is rattled by 
the impacts, shaken by your scornful words and examples of my own 
wrongs that further your cause. You bring out everything. You tempt 
me to fight back, handing out armaments for me to fight with, to 
shield against you. But I let you progress forward. I catch in your eyes 
the confusion. Why? you mouth, but the onslaught continues.

 Is this what you wish of me to do to you?  To strike and pierce 
your armor multiple times, hoping the next will finally be the last?  
To finally defeat you and leave your body broken and barely alive?  
Your mind shattered?  Hoping?  Hoping you will be able to rebuild it 
into something that can handle the world’s actions?

 I will not follow that line.
 I refuse to hurt you, my son, simply so you may learn the hurt 

of the world through me. Through one who loves you. Through one 
who never wants to see you injured. Through one that in the past has 
hurt his sons so they may endure the world on their own.

 But not I.
 You stand defiantly before me in your battle gear ready to 

fight. Red in the beginning of eerie half-light paints the scene full 
of your emotions. Mine not even making a stroke across the sky for 
yours are blindingly powerful. Your pale phantom forces arise from 
the plains and hills, obscuring all of visible soil. They in themselves 
are my weapons. But I refuse their handles when thrust at me. I stand 
waiting your onslaught. Ready to endure every blow.

 To remain and endure. A tactic never before used to my 
knowledge. 

I fear for you now. I have feared this day every hour before it 
arrived. But not because of the damage you would do to me. Because 
of how I would turn your blade of words into my shield and sword 
and harm you more because of it. I have found a new path though. So 
now I fear for you. I hope my endurance prevails over your blindness. 
I hope your battering of a figure looked highly upon your whole life 
will not dominate you with contrition after the final blow. My enemy, 
my father, and his before him—they all picked up the broken pieces if 
their opposition could not regain himself anew. If they had left us, we 
would be less than we are, and the line would have breathed its last. 
But it lives, so we must continue to pick up our shattered sons.

But I will not. I cannot. Where my father struck me, you will 
hopefully strike yourself. Where my father picked me up, you, I 
desire more than anything in this world, will put your nose in the 
bloodied gravel and push up with your own fists and torn knees as 
your own man. I wish to say that I am my own man through this act 
that is playing before me. But I am not. I am my father’s reflection 
distorted in a new light. I followed him. Learned from him. Became 
him in my own version on my own terms. 

Forgive me, but I desire more from you. I have struggled with 
this thought. Wept over this thought for fear of losing you. Of los-
ing you to yourself. But this is what I wish I had for myself. To not 
be programmed like an upgrade of the sir before me. But if I should 
wish this for you, is the question. I do not know yet at this moment 
of confrontation, when the choice is hard as your will to defy me. I 
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Jess Leonard

Aunt Petrovina
second place, CU writing contest

Aunt Petrovina
always liked to clap gloved--
a pale
yellow sound, as we remembered it. 

Stubby, well-fed fingers locked in lace;
We never saw her skin.

A great beauty once, was our
Auntie--
or so "They" said.

In the kitchen
or digging in soil
(and even in the bath),
That white tatted plating
never budged.

Her life,
muffled, as by the thousands of tiny strings;

we

dissected

her.

We said,
kitchen fire. automobile accident. 
A verbal vivisection, day by day by day.

But dense mesh grew from
cloistered flesh like fingers of 
pale mold. 

And Auntie smiled, a Technicolor myth, and
kissed
babies, our fevered foreheads,
but never a mustachioed mouth.

 The pain is becoming overpowering. I want to retort. To put 
my son in his place. To tell you how to be, but I will not. I will let you 
learn for yourself. To learn, to come to know what that man who is 
my ancestor learned on his own and forced into the throats of his off-
spring and down to every descendant following him. I hope you learn 
something I cannot. Something I cannot because of my past program-
ming. My upbringing.

 But what if you lose yourself to the world?  Do I rescue you?  
Do I search for you and then hammer my ancestors' beliefs into you?  

 I will not. You will become lost. You will wander in a waste-
land of uncertainty and sin. You will search for answers. With luck, 
you will come to me one day. I will tell you what I know. And you 
will become your own man.

 The time has passed away though for any more subsequence. 
It has finally happened.

 I gaze downward. The metal protrudes from my left chest. 
Your hands are slid to the top of the hilt. Face a mask of apprehension. 
Eyes dart frantically from the two of mine to the deed. 

It hurts so much. The hate you have finally spoken of me was 
the final blow. I fail. You finished the war. I can no longer sustain my-
self. I crumple too hard, bloodied ground gasping for my life. My son. 

My world has fallen on its side. I only see your feet and the 
phantoms praise behind.

It was my risk. It was my life and yours. I chanced them both. 
And lost.

I hear a roar with enough force to shake feeling into my half-
conscious head. I open my eyes. I did not realize when the darkness 
took me. Through tilted slights I see you, my son. My son in all his 
glory. You scream your defiance. But not at me. At the world. At those 
phantoms of yourself. 

Your old self.
You charge toward them. And they to you. Their purple hues 

clash with your magnificent light enveloping the land. I only see 
bursts of collisions. White that becomes stronger and stronger. Then 
illumination erupts from the midst of your soul, parting the sky with 
its monumental force. A shock wave of might powerful enough to 
change the land. Turning rocky plains of phantoms to open fields of 
grass. Scarlet skies burst into clear blue. And in the center from you, 
my son, a tree, so full in bloom a word such as beautiful could not 
match its intensity. 

Out from the thick trunk a vine weaves down the hill that 
was our battlefield. It flows underneath me, I see, like a cradle. No. 
Around me and into my slashed flesh. My wounds heal by white pet-
als engulfing my body. And the biggest one protrudes from my whole 
heart.


